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SUMMARY 
 
Cataloguing and Database Management 
 
The Documentation Center of Cambodia (DC-Cam)’score mission is to gather potential 
documentary evidence that serves as a major source of information about DK for academics, 
lawyers, activists, the ongoing Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) 
and the general public. To achieve this goal, DC-Cam regularly conducts several core 
functions, such as cataloguing and database management, collecting new documents, 
interviewing DK members and their family members under the Promoting Accountability 
(PA) Project, posting new documents under Website Development, and updating news and 
documents under the Cambodia Tribunal Monitor (CTM) website project. 
 
DC-Cam achieved significant progress toward its core mission in the third quarter. The 
achievements includeentering 676 records, filling 750 worksheets, editing 399 records, 
scanning 17,823 pages and listing 500 records, collecting 178 new and rare documents equal 
to 456 pages, transcribing 21 interviews equal to 678 pages, posting on DC-Cam’s website 
53 new links accessed by 9,401 people and backing up and printing Thousands of files from 
ECCC’s website. 
 
DC-Cam is on the process to receive more sources of documents such as film footages and 
documents concerning China, Viet Nam and KR. 
 
Supporting the Khmer Rouge Tribunal (KRT) 
 
DC-Cam’s second objective of supporting the KRT, made possible through core funding to 
DC-Cam bythe United States Agency for International Development(USAID),is realized 
through the efforts of many programs, including the Legal Response Team, Victims 
Participation Project (VPA), Fair Trial Observation, Cambodia Law and Policy Journal (CLPJ), 
and Chronology about KRT. These efforts are expected to promote the strong use of 
evidence at the KRT, the engagement of DK survivors, the monitoring of the justice process 
at the ECCC(thereby promoting an effective investigation and defending a fair trial), the 
possible extension of case laws at KRT and finally justice for KR victims and the general 
population of Cambodian people. 
 
Thus far DC-Cam has provided about half a million pages of documents to the ECCC since 
the beginning of the process in 2006, and DC-Cam remains strongly committed to continue 
to play this vital role. During the third quarter alone the Legal Response team received nine 
requests from theOffice of Co-Investigating Judges(OCIJ), defense lawyers and civil party 
lawyers. In response, the team provided them with 187 documents equal to 2,118 pages 
and one 30 minute audio file.Without the generous funding from USAID, DC-Cam would not 
be able to assist the KRT and the ECCC would not move forward with promising verdicts per 
se. The KRT’sreliance upon DC-Cam’s resources and ability to rapidly respond to their 
requests underscores the ongoing need for the generous support that USAID has provided 
over many years for the Cambodian accountability process. 
 
Along with Legal Response team, the VPA team achieved the translation of 16 survivor 
stories and the transcription of 292 pages in Khmer.The Fair Trial Observation team 
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completed one FairTrial Observation Booklet (Issue 28) and another draft of Issue 29 with a 
total of 1,090 copies of the booklets distributed. The completion of the second edition of 
the CLPJ was made with the eight most interesting articles; and the third and fourth editions 
will be coming in the next quarter. Moreover, we completed a research and writing seminar 
with 12 students enrolled. Last but not least, the team will accompany three important 
developments regarding the process at KRT, which are the Trial Chamber (TC)’s 
announcement of its judgment of Case 002/01 against NuonChea and KhieuSamphanto be 
held on August 7th this year, the TC’s information of initial hearing on Case 2002/02 that 
starts on July 30th,

 Commune teacher training in Kandal Province with 49 participants; 

,in which criminal charges of genocide against NuonChea and 
KhieuSamphanare included, anda controversial Case 004 appears to be moving forward 
positively as the International Co-Prosecutor requested tofurther conduct the investigation 
of sexual or gender-based violence charges. 
 
Teaching about Genocide 
 
DC-Cam’s third objective,“Teaching about Genocide”,has made a big change in education in 
Cambodia. The government of Cambodia, through the Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sport (Ministry), has endorsed the DK history textbook written by DC-Cam and has included 
DK history withinthe national school curriculum.Through this change in policy, over one 
million pupils have studied and/or are studying DK history based on the textbook. Further, 
DC-Cam and the Ministry jointly produced the teacher’s guidebook of teaching DK history, 
and the two entities have  worked together to train more than one thousand teachers 
around the country to teach DK history effectively in the classroom in order to help achieve 
peace, reconciliation and the rule of law.  In addition, DC-Cam and the Ministry conducted a 
quality control to determine whether the trained teachersare able to teach DK history in the 
classroom in support of the educational objectives. Finally, the Teacher’s Guidebook was 
successfullyrevisedthis quarter and now includes a new chapter about the forced transfer of 
the population under the KR regime. Teaching this content is part of the non-judicial 
measure of reparations before the ECCC in Case 002/01. 
 
All of these endeavors build an educational foundation within Cambodia that directly 
alignswith DC-Cam’s vision for the SleukRith Institute (SRI)–whichis to offer university-level 
courses on topics related to genocide, conflict and human rights. 
 
Ongoingefforts to teach about genocide in a variety of formats include genocide education, 
the Public Village Forum (PVF), the KR history classroom at the TuolSlengMuseum (TSL), the 
Public Information Room(PIR), magazine Searching for the Truth, voices of genocide and 
participation in conferences. These activities produced the following results:  

 Five PVFs held in Stung Treng, Pailin, Banteay Meanchey, Kratie and Preah Vihear 
Provinces with the participation of 800 students, children, villagers, former KR 
members, and co-prosecutors and their assistants of the ECCC; 

 KR historical classes for 33 days with a total of 563 local and international visitors; 
 PIR - 256 esteemed guests and 120 monthly Searching for the Truth magazines, 

44copies of the DK history textbook, 65 copies of Genocide: The Importance of Case 
002 booklet, and 100 copies of the Fair Trial Observation booklet distributed;  

 Publication of 9,000 copies of three monthly Khmer issues of Searching for the Truth 
(issues 172, 173 and 174). Each issue was distributed to all 24 provincial halls and 
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municipality halls, 176 district offices, 1,537 commune offices, 33 government 
offices, 28 embassies, the National Assembly, the Senate, three political parties, 18 
universities and libraries, the ECCC, researchers, villagers, students and individual 
visitors to DC-Cam’s premises;  

 Ten episodes of “Voices of Genocide: Justice and the KR Famine”  rebroadcasted on 
Kampot Radio Station FM 93.25 regularly; and  

 Three participations in conference in Vietnam, Austria and Singapore.  

 
Building a Permanent Center: The SRI 
 
Building a Permanent Center, the SRI, aimed at becoming the leading hub of genocide 
studies in Asia, preserving historical memory and promoting the rule of law,has become a 
core focus of DC-Cam and several very crucial steps will be taken in the months ahead. 
Located in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, the SRI includes the School of Genocide, Conflict and 
Human Rights; the Museum of Memory; the Research Center; and Press Center. The 
concept design for the physical building has recently been completed with clear steps and 
plans to be taken in the months ahead.  
 
DC-Cam acknowledges the delay of building construction, which was caused by many 
factors, including bureaucratic delays in receiving land concession approval from the 
Government, while at the same time we maintained our ethical principles and our legal 
obligations to donors and the Cambodian people, as well as a lack of the in-house expertise 
necessary to design a complex business plan and develop detailed strategies for managing 
the SRI in the future, among other things. At this point, however, the concept design is 
completed with clear steps and plans to be taken to turn the project into reality. In addition 
to this, each component of the SRI is being workedon progressively in such a way as to be 
ready to move to the SRI. 

I. CATALOGUING AND DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

A. Cataloging and Database Management 

 
Cataloging and database management is a long-term and tedious project which significantly 
contributes to many aspects of the justice, memory and healing process, to close the 
darkest period of KR terror for victims and Cambodian people in order to move forward with 
strength and hope. To achieve this invaluable objective, staff members in the project are 
committed to working step by step, including filling information on worksheets, entering 
data from worksheets into the computer, translating data on worksheets from Khmer into 
English and vice versa, entering English-translated data on worksheets into the computer, 
compiling listings of documents, digitizing hard copies of documents, and so on. 
 
For this quarter (April-June), the amount of documentation was significantly 
increasedthrough donations and in-house transcription of the field trip interviews. For 
instance, the “D” collection of documents increased up to D61515 from D61337. Another 
example is that 678 pages of documents were added into our archives in this quarter alone. 
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The table below shows selected progress of the team’s work in addition to achievements 
made in this quarter. 
 
Activities Numbers of Records Number of Pages (From) 
Data entry(CBIB) 676 records D45589-D45655, D45656-D45740, 

D46344-D46500, D46167-D46343, 
D46545-D46639 

Filling worksheet 750 records D47600-D48350) 
Edit Khmer spelling 
on worksheet 

399 records  D24900-D25080, D25081-D25199, 
D46143-D46167, D24776-D24790 

Scanning Laura Summers’ 
collection 

8575 pages 

Other documents 9248 pages 
Listing documents 500 D47600-D48100 
Final review on L 
collection 

3450 L03870-L06560, L06561-L08240 

 

B. Collecting New Documents 

 
In May, DC-Cam received a generous donation of fragile and ruined KR documents from an 
individual researcher/journalist in the amount of 178 equal to 456 pages. These KR 
documents were unearthed by farmers in SvayRieng Province then given to 
researcher/journalist Kay Kim Song. Most of documents dated back in 1972-74 during which 
the KR took control over the liberated region 23 in the territory of SvayRiengProvince. These 
documents reveal some arrests and killing by KR taking place then. These documents serve 
the purpose of family tracing in a great deal ofSamroang District of SvayRieng Province. DC-
Cam is working with these documents so that they will be available to the public to use very 
soon. See news in Appendix A. 

C. Promoting Accountability 

 
Since the project’s establishment in 2000, the PA project is still playing a pivotal role in fact-
finding in an effort to promote justice and a better historical understanding of the DK 
regime.  Thousands of lower and middle KR cadres and their family members were 
interviewed for this aim. The highlights below are the selected achievements that are most 
relevant to the PA project.  
 
PA Database 
 
It is just at the last period of the quarter, the PA team returned to work on interview 
summarizing and entering them into the database after they were fully occupied with the 
workload of transcribing former KR interviews from OddarMeanchey Province. A total of 34 
interview transcripts were entered into the PA database. 
 
Transcription 
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For this quarter, the team transcribed 21 PA interviews of former KR cadres in 
TrapeangPrasat District of OddarMeanchey Province,theequivalent of 678 pages. This is an 
invaluable asset adding to the amount of documentation at the archives of DC-Cam. 
 
Furthermore, the team continued to digitize the audio tapes of interviews of theCham Oral 
History Project into MP3 format file. There were 414 tapes completed this quarter.  
 
Field Trip 
 
The PA team took part in other DC-Cam activities, such as the 13th

D. Website Development 

 Commune Teacher 
Training in Kandal Province (as trainer), translation (4 interview transcripts), and History 
Classroom at TSL Genocide Museum (3 times as presenter), displayed exhibitions in 
Battambang and BanteayMeancheyProvinces (as driver and assistant), editeda new teacher 
guidebook on teaching the DK history, and served as a guest speaker at Spread Out 
Academic Club in Vietnam. 

 
DC-Cam’s website is being updated regularly with postings on new developments, such as 
every issue of Searching for the Truth magazine, Observation booklets, chronology of the 
ECCC, information about DC-Cam's activities (photos, reports etc.), and updates on the SRI. 
For this quarter, the number of visitors to DC-Cam’s website reached 9,401people, of 
whom3,711 visitorswhere in Cambodia; 2,313 in the USA; 430 in the UK; 279 in Australia; 
320 in Germany; 240 in France, 185 in Canada; 235 in Japan; 127 in South Korea; and 92 in 
The Netherlands; and the rest represented a small number in other countries around the 
globe. 

 
The following highlights the content posted on the website. 

 
About DC-Cam 
Three new contents updated including annual report of 2013, 2QR and financial audited 
report. 
 
Archives/Documentation 
Twelve new contents updated including chronology, press releases and photographs. 
 
ECCC Trial Observation/CTM 
Three new contents updated. 
 
Genocide Education 
Thirteen new contents updated including reports and photos of teacher trainings and 
teacher’s guidebook. 
 
Magazine Searching for the Truth 
Four new contents updated. 
 
Community Radio: Voices of Genocide: Justice and the KR Famine 

 Two new contents updated. 
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Living Document: Witnessing Justice  
Seven new contents updated including field reports and photos of village forums. 
 
Photos 
Nine new photo albums of DC-Cam activities updated. See more in Appendix B. 

E. CTMWebsite (www.cambodiatribunal.org) 

 
DC-Cam, in collaboration with the Center for International Human Rights, funded by the US 
Holocaust Memorial Museum, undertakes certain responsibilities associated with the CTM 
website, www.cambodiatribunal.org. This website serves to facilitate public access to the 
ECCC and open discussion throughout the judicial process. Highlights of selected 
achievements are below: 
 
Trial Blogs 
 
No such performance due to no trial hearing. 
 
Hosting Video of ECCC Proceedings 
 
No such performance due to no trial hearing. 
 
Backing up ECCC Documents 
 
In this quarter, the team backed up 415 files of documents in Khmer, English and French to 
an external hard drive. The team printed 7,448 pages of documents from ECCC’s website. In 
the meantime, the team completed reviewing softcopy and hardcopy files (Khmer) in 
cabinet, in hard drive, created a complete list, and removed 1200 duplicate file pages 
fromthe cabinet.  We will next focus on files in English and French. 

II. SUPPORTING THE KHMER ROUGE TRIBUNAL 

A. Legal Response 
 
DC-Cam has supplied the Tribunal with over 500,000 pages of documents since its inception 
in 2006 and the work of the Legal Response Team continues toplay an important role in the 
process of investigating Cases 003 and 004 before the KRT.   The evidence to this fact is that 
all parties in these cases contact DC-Cam regularly in order to get access to evidentiary 
documents held within DC-Cam’s archives. These parties meet with DC-Cam staff, and 
request document review and scanning to support their respective work. DC-Camsupplies 
theseservices and documents free of charge, which causes a financial burden on us. 
 
The Defense Counsel: 
 
 In May 6th, Nuon Chea Defense Team emailed DC-Cam asking a question regarding one 

document in English they found withinDC-Cam’s ‘Swedish Collection’ of documents as to 

http://www.cambodiatribunal.org/�
http://www.cambodiatribunal.org/�
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whether or not DC-Cam possesses a Khmer version of that document. In response, DC-
Cam directed them to contact the National Archive of Cambodia directly where that 
document isoriginally held. 

 Defense Counsel for a named suspect in Case 004, on April 3rd, came to have a meeting 
with DC-Cam regarding clarification of the content of the meeting held on March 26th

 Another defense counsel for a named suspect in Case 004 sent a request to DC-Cam on 
April 2

. 
The defense counsel  took notes out of the meeting. To avoid confusion and ensure an 
accurate account of the meeting,  DC-Cam sent to them an audio file of the meeting so 
that they could rely on thefull content. The audio file is more than 30 minutes in length. 

nd asking to obtain 11 documents held withinthe archives of DC-Cam. In response, 
the team scanned these documents and handled to them in a total of 47 pages. 
Beginning onMay 29th

OCIJ:  

 they requested aregular Friday continuation review of some PA 
interview transcripts in one province for whichthe crime sites were included in OCP’s 
Supplementary Submission. DC-Cam arranged documents, space and time for these 
reviews successfully. 

 Under the Rogatory Letters of the OCIJ, which ordered an investigation conducted at DC-
Cam by means of gathering documentary evidence and other materials possible for 
Cases 003 and 004, OCIJ’s analyst team leader subsequently sent the request to DC-Cam. 
So far this team has come to DC-Cam and has reviewed thousands of KR documents 
including PA interview transcripts but failed to acquire the list of all PA interview 
transcripts. On April 25th

 On May 29

 they requested a copy of the lists. As a result, DC-Cam provided 
20 lists of different PA interview transcripts catalogued by province. It is equal to 479 
pages printed from computer in word file. 

th

Civil Party: 

the OCIJ sent an email request to DC-Cam before sending their team to DC-
Cam to review 168 documents. The Response Team managed this work the next day to 
enable them to review those documents. After reviewing they requested to scan 155 
documents which is equal to 1570 pages. The Response Team completed the scan in the 
next few days and gave it to the OCIJ. 

 The lead co-lawyer for civil party requested urgently one PA interview transcript 
conducted in Banteay Meanchey Province. According to the request, the lead co-lawyer 
will submit this interviewee the the TC as a witness for the civil party. The transcript 
contains 22 pages in Khmer. 

Independent Researcher: 

 Thet Sambath, author of a documentary film ”Enemy of People” asked DC-Cam to send 
to him in the US eight S-21 confessions of high-ranking KR members for use in his 
research. We scanned 2,802 pages and sent to him. 

B. Victim Participation 
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Even though VPA has been facing constraints in funding, VPA maintains its ultimate goal of 
providing meaningful participation of KR victims in the justice process through ECCC as 
much as possible. At this moment, the VPA team has continuously undertaken the huge 
burden of translating survivor’s stories into the English language and transcribing interviews 
in the Khmer language. The VPA team envisages that all available information including 
victim information forms, survivor stories, and interview transcripts, will be used for a VPA-
specific website in the future.  
 
In this quarter, the VPA team achieved the following: 
 
Translation of Survivor Stories 16 pages 
Interview Transcripts 292 pages in Khmer 

 
One volunteer assisted a researcher from Kent State. She has been working on the lists of 
medical import and distributions to zone, regional, and KR military headquarters, PA 
interviews, and DC-Cam database archives. She joined a trip with the Witnessing Justice 
Project to KratieProvince. 

C. Fair Trial Observation 
 
The Fair Trial Observation is one element of the Witnessing Justice Project which seeks to 
provide legal outreach material in Khmer language to students and the public. It also fosters 
a culture of legal scholarship among Cambodian law students, and monitors and 
confidentially reports on issues of legal concern at the ECCC to ensure strict adherence to 
international standards.  
 
Fair Trial Observation Booklet 
 
Even though there wasno trial hearing during the period between April and May, the 
Observation team still focused their attention on producing the booklet by looking into ECCC 
proceeding developments and other issues that have arisen to date. Among other topics, 
the  team investigated financial issues, scope of Case 002/02, definition of scope of Case 
002/02, recent development of Cases 003 and 004, accused’s health and scope of civil party 
testimony in Case 002/01. The combination of these issues is bounded into one volume, 
booklet no. 28 containing 51 pages in Khmer. The team also planned booklet no. 29 on 
which the topic among other things includes conclusive report on challenges and 
experiences of its work for the last two years, initial hearing on Case 002/02 and hearing on 
the announcement of judgment of Case 002/01. During this quarter, the team managed to 
collect comments from 15 students of two universities who used to take part in the team’s 
presentations in some provinces around the country. See in Appendix C.  
 
In this quarter, 1090 booklets of the Fair Trial Observation were distributed to many 
individuals through PIR, workshops and PVFs in four provinces including Stung Treng, Pailin, 
BanteayMeanchey, Kratie, PreahVihear, Battambang and BanteayMeanchey, teacher 
training in Kandal and French Culture Center. The booklets are also available at: 
http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/ECCC_Trail_Observation_Bookle
t.htm. 
 

http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/ECCC_Trail_Observation_Booklet.htm�
http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/ECCC_Trail_Observation_Booklet.htm�
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Dissemination of Information 
 
To ease understanding and provide updates on issues arising at the ECCC’s daily hearing, the 
Fair Trial Project team members wrote short articles on popular topics including 
"Complicated Development in Case 003 and 004" by LIM Cheytoath. This article has been 
published in Trial Observation Booklet 28th edition and Reasmei Kampuchea Newspaper, 
Searching for the Truth magazine and also posted on the DC-Cam's public website in PDF 
format. This article caught the attention by ECCC as evidence of calling for English edition of 
this article. See comments from students in Appendix C. 

D. Witnessing Justice: The CLPJ 
 

 Duch lawyer and Phnom Penh resident Dorine van der Keur writes about “Legal and 
Gender Issues of Marriage and Divorce in Cambodia”; 

CLPJ Issue 2 and New Website Launched 
The English version of CLPJ Issue 2 was completed in June. The issue includes eight articles:  
 

 ECCC civil party lawyer Beini Ye writes about the three Women’s Hearings that have 
been held to highlight sexual violence under the KR; 

 Researcher Teresa de Langis writes about the ECCC’s efforts to prosecute sexual 
violence crimes; 

 Scholar Randle DeFalco presents Part 1 of his Fulbright research and LLM thesis on 
starvation under the KR; 

 Filmmaker Rithy Panh shares the text of his Oscar-nominated film “The Missing 
Picture”; 

 Former ECCC investigating judge Marcel Lemonde shares a chapter from his recent 
memoir of his years at the ECCC, including his investigation of Duch, the former head 
of the infamous S-21 security center (now TSL Museum); 

 Journalist Thierry Cruellier shares two chapters from his recent book on his 
observations of the Duch trial; 

 Former ECCC lawyer Simon Meisenberg shares a Khmer translation of his recently 
published article on Cambodia’s implementation of the International Criminal Court 
statute. 

 
Hard copies of Issue 2 are at the printer and available on the new CLPJ website at 
www.cambodialpj.org, designed by Ryan Daly (formerly of Razorfish). The website will host 
all journal issues, including individual articles accessible in easy-reading .html format with 
pop-up footnotes, and downloadable .pdf files of both individual articles and entire journal 
issues. The website also has a “Notes and News” section where opinion pieces and news on 
human rights and development issues in Southeast Asia will be posted on an ongoing basis. 
 
After translation and reviews, the Khmer translation of Issue 1 is being posted on the CLPJ 
website on an article-by-article basis. The last two articles are at the final stage of reviews. 
The reviews of Issue 1 translation are expected to be completed at the end of June 2014. 
 
Khmer translation of Issue 2 is currently underway. There are seven articles in Issue 2. Two 
of the seven have already been translated, but not yet reviewed. The Khmer translation of 
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the article written and provided by Former ECCC lawyer Simon Meisenberg was reviewed 
and is being posted on the website. 
 
CLPJ Issue 3 Preparations 
Work is already underway for Issue 3, with three articles received and undergoing initial 
edits. They discuss: the International Criminal Court judgment on PreahVihear (Cambodia v. 
Thailand); the international criminal law applicable to starvation during the KR; and 
disarmament, demobilization and reintegration (DDR) programs in Cambodia.  
 
Research and Writing Seminar Completed 
From February to June 2014, DC-Cam sponsored a legal research and writing seminar for 12 
students enrolled in the English Language-Based Bachelor of Laws (ELBBL) program at the 
Royal University of Law and Economics. This course was taught by Jo-Anne Bingham, a 
consultant international lecturer with significant experience as legal editor and 
lecturer/instructor. The experiences of the course will be used in the establishment of a new 
in-house research and writing seminar that will develop the skills of young Cambodian 
lawyers and law students so that they have the skills to edit and write articles for future 
issues of the journal.  
 
This quarter class topics included an introduction to conducting research; discussion of 
citation and referencing, including plagiarism and how to avoid it; an introduction to 
predictive legal writing, including how to structure a paper; discussion of the office memo 
format; and preparation for a final writing research and writing assignment. Students are 
being graded on their research process (as evidenced in the research strategy and record), 
writing and citation. The final assignment was issued in the form of a memorandum from a 
senior partner to a junior lawyer asking him/her to undertake research-based information 
elicited from a client interview.  Students were given a summary of the client interview, and 
asked to prepare a research strategy, research record that reflects their research, and to 
prepare a draft letter of advice to the client.  Jo-Anne reports that the course was overall a 
success, with noticeable improvement in most of the students’ work.  
 

E. Chronological Summary about the Activities of the ECCC 

Challenges 
 
CLPJ website development has met with no challenges. The website went live as planned. 
For the Journal, the biggest challenge remains finding Cambodians who are willing and able 
to write articles. As a short-term solution, we are currently working with three Cambodian 
women to help them make their school papers of publishable quality for Issues 3 and 4. In 
the long term, we think the solution is to continue skill building through offering research 
and writing courses such as the one we sponsored at ELBBL. The materials developed by Jo-
Anne will make this continuation of legal research and writing skill easy. We plan to do this 
the beginning of the fall semester, should the funding continue to be available. 

 
On April 7th, the ECCC’s TC decided a new severance of Case 002/02 by defining alleged 
crime sites and factual allegations included in the Case against NuonChea and 
KhieuSamphan. Charges in the coming Case include “genocide, forced marriages and rape, 
treatment of Buddhists, internal purges, targeting of former Khmer Republic officials, four 
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security centers, three worksites and one cooperative.” Read the full decision at 
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/document/court/decision-additional-severance-case-00202-
and-scopecase-00202 
 
On April 24th, international co-prosecutor Nicholas Koumjian issued a statement informing 
the public about a Supplementary Submission in Case 004 filed by OCP regarding the 
request for further conducting “the investigation of sexual or gender-based violence as well 
as forced marriage in key districts that are presently under investigation as part of this 
case”. See further information about Case 004 at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/case/topic/98 
 
On May 21st, the government of Norway helped pay out salary of Cambodian staff of the 
ECCC in the amount of USD 1 million. Read full news at 
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/norway%E2%80%99s-krt-donation-shifted-
national-side 
 
On May 29th, the TC issued a statement informing the public about the date of which 
judgment in Case 002/01 against NuonChea and KhieuSamphal will be announced. 
According to that statement, the TC will announce its judgment on Thursday, 7 August 2014, 
at 9:00 a.m. 
 
On June 12th, the TC announced that the initial hearing in Case 002/02 against NuonChea 
and KhieuSamphan will start on July 30th

III. TEACHING ABOUT GENOCIDE 

, 2014. The charges in Case 002/02 include 
genocide against Cham Muslims and Vietnamese, crimes against humanity, grave breaches 
of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, all based on, according to the ECCC, “factual allegations 
concerning four security centers, three worksites and one group of adjacent cooperatives.” 

A. Genocide Education 

 
Rights and Responsibilities: The Cambodian Genocide featured Cambodian youth 
understanding about genocide in Cambodia. See the whole interview with Say Solida, who is 
DC-Cam’s model volunteer, at http://40272482.nhd.weebly.com/solyda-say.html 
 
Survey Data 
 
The team collected 277 questionnaires, 831 pages, from the 13th and 14th commune teacher 
training in Prey Vengand KandalProvinces. As a result, these questionnaires were completely 
entered into survey data processing (http://www.surveymonkey.com). The training used a 
pre- and post-survey to test participants’ knowledge of the KR history and their knowledge 
of pedagogy methods. Out of 100 participants, the team selected five teacher trainees at 
random as the control group from each teacher training. The control group was not allowed 
to participate in the entire training session. The purpose of this method is to evaluate the 
training effectiveness by comparing the trainees who received the knowledge from the 
training to the control group who did not attend. 
 
14th Commune Teacher Training in Kandal Province 
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On April 5-10, 2014, DC-Cam in collaboration with the Ministry of Education conducted the 
14th

Total teachers invited 

 commune teacher training at Regional Teacher Training School in KandalProvince. The 
training aimed to train 100 teachers from various lower and upper level schools in 
KandalProvince. The format and structure of the training is the same as previous trainings. 
The core documents for the training include the textbook, A History of Democratic 
Kampuchea (1975-1979), and Teacher’s Guidebook. Other supplementary materials were 
the magazine Searching for the Truth, Booklet Case 002 and ECCC Trail Observation. During 
the training, several documentary films such as Behind the Wall of S-21, Prison in Prey Veng, 
Baset and TSL, and Cambodian Children were screened, in addition to stories the teacher 
read in the book. During the training two special speakers presented different topics 
including ECCC proceedings and development by the international co-prosecutor Nicholas 
Koumjian and possible psychological effects of teaching DK history by Dr. KaSunbonat. 
 
On April 5, 2014, the training started with the opening ceremony presided over by H.E. Ms. 
Ton SaIm, Under-Secretary of State of the Ministry of Education and education officials in 
KandalProvince. Approximately 349 participants attended the ceremony, including 49 
teacher trainees, 250 pre-service teachers and 50 villagers. At the end of the opening 
ceremony, the team distributed 400 copies of the textbook to the participants as part of 
textbook distribution ceremony.  
 
The table below shows the actual attendance during the training: 
 

100 (52 women) 
Completely absent 51 (29 women) 
Two-time absent 6 (1 woman) 
Teacher born before KR 16 (8 women) 
Teacher born after KR  33 (15 women) 

 
The Ministry of Education explained the absence of trainees in this training workshop in 
Kandalas caused by a combination of factors ranging from the teachers occupied with the 
cultivating season to the coming Khmer New Year and the ineffective notice to the teachers 
in the far-off districts. 
 
Get more information at: 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Commune_Teacher_Training.htm 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Fourteen_Commune_Teacher_Training_April_05-
10_2014.htm 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Name_List_of_Teacher_for_14th_Commune_Te
acher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Announcement_for_14th_Commune_Teacher_T
raining_in_Kandal--KH.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Announcement_for_14th_Commune_Teacher_T
raining_in_Kandal--EN.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Assignment_for_Trainees--
14th_Commune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Assignment_for_Trainers--
14th_Commune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 
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http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Program_for_Opening_14th_Commune_Teache
r_Training_5_April_2014.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Name_List_of_Teacher_for_14th_Commune_Te
acher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/photos/2014/Teacher_Training_In_Kandal_Province
_on_April_05-10_2014/index.html 
 

B. Witnessing Justice: Public Village Forum (PVF) 

The day of anger event turned into Remembrance Day years ago. Some performances about 
KR regime were shown to many Cambodian people on that day. See photos at 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Day_of_Remembrace_May_20_2014
/index.html 

 
Learning the KR history, sharing biter life experience under KR regime, promoting civic 
engagement, provoking the debate on human rights and the rule of law, updating ECCC’s 
proceedings for delivering justice for KR victims and Cambodians as a whole, engagement of 
democratic life at the grassroots level, providing spaces for local community to question a 
matter in a constructive way, and other benefits to the community are seen to exist through 
the PVF. 
 
PVF in Stung Treng Province 
 
As the Democratic Kampuchea-Laos diplomatic relation was forged and maintained 
throughout the DK rule (1975-1979), the narrowly escaped Cambodian refugees into Laotian 
border area was quietly welcomed and the plight of the people on Cambodia’s border side 
was simply ignored or unaccounted. 
 
During the PVF organized by DC-Cam’s Witnessing Justice Project on April 3rd, 2014, nearly 
two hundred people, composed of villagers, students and teachers (nearly 50 % were 
women and girls), from PreahRumkelCommune, ThalaboriwathDistrict, Stung 
TrengProvince, reported that the KR’s harsh treatment of people forced many to escape to 
Laos. This happened throughout the first half of 1970s and continued during the early years 
of the KR. Although the stories from these refugees became a stark indication of the KR 
atrocities, the refugees had no choice but to seek for shelter elsewhere to ensure survival.  
 
The historical facts of this area went unnoticed for the most part. Many of the children born 
after the regime have taken little, if any, notice of this area’s history. Visiting the commune 
for three days, the team of PVF facilitated five key speakers who had experienced the life-
and-death migration to discuss with students about the history and the trial proceeding at 
the ECCC. The team also interviewed residents to determine an estimated number of 
refugees from each of the commune’s eight villages. 
 
Report:  
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Escaping_the_Khmer_Rouge_Atrocity.pdf 
Photos: 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in_Stung_Tren
g_Province_on_April_2-4_2014/index.html 
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PVF in Pailin Province 
 
On April 24th, 2014, DC-Cam's PVF was held in PailinProvince. While the nearly one-decade 
trial of surviving KR leaders has reached a critical stage in which a judgment on the Case 
002/01 is expected in the coming months, many of the former KR members in 
PailinProvince, one of the KR strongholds that defected to the government in 1996, merely 
shared two thoughts: first, they unanimously feel fine with the former KR leaders 
accountability and process of the ECCC; and second, they seek to appeal for clemency for 
the KR leaders on trial due to their old age. These two major opinions were heard during 
DC-Cam’s PVF on April 24, 2014. Nearly 200 students, teachers, local authority members, 
and former KR members (45% of women and girls) engaged in the public discussion on both 
the history of Democratic Kampuchea (DK) and the ongoing KR tribunal.  
 
Report: 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Pailin_Province_Punitive_Justice_Can_Help_Sh
ape_Up_Society.pdf 
Photos:  
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in_Pailin_Provi
nce_on_April_23-25_2014/index.html 
 
PVF in BanteayMeanchey Province 
 
On May 9th, 2014, DC-Cam's PVF was held in BanteayChhmarCommune, 
BanteayMeancheyProvince. The structural integrity of BanteayChhmarTemple under the KR 
regime was raised during the forum.  Even though the forum’s main objective was to update 
the villagers about the ongoing legal process at the ECCC and KR history (1975-1979), the 
focal point of the discussion became largely about the villagers’ regret and dissatisfaction 
with the near total collapse of the temple. Over a hundred villagers, including Buddhist 
monks and clergy, students, local authorities, and policemen (45% of women and girls) 
attended the forum inside PrasatBanteayChhmar Monastery located right in front of 
BanteayChhmar Temple. Some speakers at the forum tried to relate their life experience 
during the KR regime to the memory of the temple’s past and present condition. 
 
Report: 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Reflecting_KR_Regime_Through_Banteay_Chh
mar_Temple_is_Collapse.pdf 
Photos:  
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in_Banteay_M
eanchey_Province_on_May_08-10_2014/index.html 
 
Sample of comment on Banteay Chhmar teample: 
 
That is very interesting.  I had the fortune to visit BanteayChhmarTemple, which was 
probably one of the best Khmer temples, last year.  But sadly it is now in such a state of 
ruin.  Maybe in another 30-40 years it will be rehabilitated. 
 
PVF in Kratie Province 
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On May 29th, 2014, DC-Cam's PVF was held in SnuolDistrict of KratieProvince. SnuolDistrict 
receives a lot of attention due to its historic involvement in the overthrow of the KR regime. 
Starting on December 2nd, 1978, SnoulDistrict was used as a military launch pad by the 
Vietnamese volunteer army in collaboration with the Kampuchean United Front for National 
Salvation to overthrow the KR. DC-Cam's PVF team selected the district's KhsoemCommune 
to be a meeting point for nearly 100 students and villagers (approximately 40 females) to 
discuss the history of the KR, the military conquer of the KR, and the ongoing trial 
proceeding at the ECCC focused on the KR regime’s crimes. This report first pays special 
attention to the period that led to the KR's collapse on January 7, 1979. Attendees’ reactions 
to the forum can be found in the field report in the link below. 
 
Report: 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/The_Khmer_Rouge_Regime_Takes_Self-
Destruction_Path.pdf 
Photos:  
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in_Kratie_Prov
ince_on_May_28-30_2014/index.html 
 
PVF in Sraynag Commune, Koulen District, Preah Vihear Province 
 
On June 12th, DC-Cam’s PVF team conducted a learning, sharing and discussing workshop at 
Sarane Raingsey Pagoda in Srayang Commune with nearly 100 (60% female) actively 
participatingvillagers, students, teachers and local authority members.The commune was 
effectively torn apart by a reasonablesuspicionover either their honesty with the People’s 
Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) which, with the sole helpof the incoming Vietnamese armies, 
militarily ejected the DKregime from power in January 1979, or their affiliation with the 
defeating DK forces, according to field report.Given this background, the forum focused 
much on legacy of war rather than on ECCC.  
 
This part of the trip, in my opinion, is crucial to the success of the forum. With these 
interviews, the team not only learns about the unique history of the village but invites these 
villagers to share their personal accounts with the students at the forum. This allows each 
forum to be tailored specifically to the community while also giving the students a chance to 
personally see how these regimes affected the lives of people they know. This aspect of the 
forum is also important because it shows the community how they can always learn from 
each other and how they can continue to have these important discussions even after 
DC-Cam leaves,Ms. Julie Kornfeld, DC-Cam Legal Intern from University of Michigan Law 
School commented. Overall I was very impressed with the forum and believe it is an important 
aspect of DC-Cam’s work that will preserve the history of Cambodia and encourage the motto 
‘never again.’ 
 
Report: 
http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Srayang_Commune's_Lingering_Legacy_
The_Civil_War_(1979-1998).pdf 
Photos:  
http://www.d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum 
_in_Preah_Vihear_Province_on_June_11-13_2014/index.html 
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C. KR History Classroom at TSL Genocide Museum 

 
This is the continuation of a routine activity of DC-Cam regarding outreach to Cambodians 
and foreign visitors to the TSL Genocide Museum, through its KR History Classroom, which 
was established by turning a former interrogation room into a history classroom.  For each 
session, one DC-Cam’s staff is assigned to lead the classroom, which typically 
includesproviding video footage of S-21 as an introduction, followed by a presentation on 
various topics concerning the KR regime. A Q&A session follows. The class is held on 
Mondays and Fridays at 2:00 P.M. and Wednesdays at 9:00 A.M.  
 
The table below shows the approximate number of visitors who attended the KR History 
classroom, composition of visitors and possible occupation of visitors. 

 
Month Number of 

Visitors 
Origin Occupation 

April 212 (113 women) Asia: Cambodia (from different 
provinces), Korea, Thailand, 
Singapore, Japan, Indonesia, 
Australia, China, India, Philippines, 
Malaysia  
 
Europe: Germany, England, 
France, Scotland, Denmark, 
Sweden, Poland, New Zealand, 
Switzerland and Russia 
 
America:USA, Canada 

Students, villagers, 
monks, tourists, 
reporters, 
professors.  

May 172 (94 women) 
June 179 (86 women) 
Total 563 (293women) 

 
The questions below were raised during the classroom visits: 
 
1. I heard that Pol Pot was sentenced in 1979.Why did he stay outside prison until 1998? 
2. Why did Pol Pot use the help of tribesmen? 
3. Why wasn’t there a country besides Vietnam coming to expel the KR from power? 
4. Did Thailand help the KR? 
5. Why is it that no one believed the refugees about what happened in Cambodia? 
6. Did people like being equal under the KR because they had complained about inequality 

in pre-KR time? 
7. What is the Angkar? 
8. Did the king join the KR?  
9. Why did the KR kill the educated people while the top KR leaders, especially Pol Pot 

himself,hadhigh knowledge? 
10.  What was happening to Duch?  
11. Did the students’ table where they are sitting come from the KR regime?  
12. Why is it that the government does notwant to have case 003 and 004? 
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13. If Cambodian people knew that the government was the KR, why did they still vote for 
them?  

14. Don't we have the opposite party to fight back with the government about corruption?  
15. Did the director hold the cash?  
16. Which donors support DC-Cam? 
17. ISthe government be happy DC-Cam’s work while their colleaguesare former KR? 
18. Did the government fund the DC-Camproject?  
19. WasTSLa secret place in the KR regime? 
20. Do you know of many confessions available at S-21? 
21. Why didn’t Cambodian people fight against KR at that time?  
22. How many people were killed during the KR regime? 
23. What was the international role during and soon after KR regime? 
24. Could you tell us about the background of the KR movement? 
25. What did happen to S-21 cadres and chiefs? 
26. How were Cambodian people affected by the KR? 
27. What is the mentality of Cambodian people toward the KR regime? 
28. Were there some prisoners killed at S-21 prison? 
29. What happened to the KR after 1979? 
30. Are there Cambodian students coming to the class to learn their history? 
31. When did the king come to Cambodia? 
32. Why did the United Nation still support the KR even though they learned that Pol Pot did 

bad things to the country? 
33. How many people died in the KR regime? 
34. Did the KR kill people instantly or kill people in other places after torturing? 
35. What happened to Pol Pot? 

D. Public Information Room (PIR) 

 
The PIR serves as a home for the public to access information and documents held in DC-
Cam’s archives. It functions in multiple ways similar to a library, meeting hall, reading hall 
and so on. The table below shows number of visitors to DC-Cam, category of visitors, 
institution, topics of interest, and material distributed. 
 
Number of 
Visitors 

256 

Visitor Category Cambodian remote villagers who came to search for their loved ones 
lost during the KR regime, students, teachers, foreign researchers and 
interns, journalists, ECCC’s personnel. Some of them spent up to two 
weeks in the PIR for their research.  
 

Institution Cambodia’s villages, AFSC, UC, RUPP, University of London, Norton 
University, PAR, Brooklyn College, CNRS, Bophana Center, Ohio 
University, American University, ISPP, Colorado State University, IFL, 
GIZ, KdeiKarona Association, ECCC, University of Wisconsin, University 
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of Massachusetts-Lowell, Romeet Gallery, Western University, Durham 
University and university of Saskahan. 

Topic of Interest KR’s policy toward neighboring countries, structure of the KR regime, 
KR films, and Pol Pot regime in general, evacuation under Pol Pot 
regime, peace and reconciliation, forced transfer of population, foreign 
relation of Cambodia with China and US, music of KR, destruction of 
Christian church under KR, Buddhism under KR, KR leader’s 
biographies. 

Material 
Distributed 

120 monthly Searching for the Truth magazines, 44 copies of DK 
history textbooks in Khmer language, 65 copies of the outreach 
booklet “Genocide: The Importance of Case 002”, and 100 copies of 
Fair Trial Observation booklets which describes daily proceedings at 
the substantive trials of the KRT’s TC. 
 

 
Sample of comment from a group of visitors: 

 

E. Searching for the TruthMagazine 

 
For more than a decade, Searching for the Truth has been a leading magazine as a reference 
source about KR history, the KRT, debates on genocide, reconciliation, democracy, and the 
rule of law. It has been contributing to DC-Cam’s main objectives—memory andjustice–and 
portraying a good image of DC-Cam nationwide. Cambodian people seemed not likely to 
know DC-Cam as an institution but rather as the ‘Searching for the Truth’ organization. 
Truly, they call DC-Cam the ‘searching for the truth’ team instead of ‘DC-Cam’. 
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Recently, Cambodian National Assembly member Chheang Von urged Cambodian people, 
including all news agencies, to read Searching for the Truth’s article concerning KohTral 
under KR regime which is followed by widespread discussion among social media on 
territorial issues in Cambodia. 
 
The April Issue focuses on April 17th which marks the 39th

Sections 

 anniversary of the fall of Phnom 
Penh and the taking power of the KR communist regime. This April 2014 things were totally 
different. DC-Cam organized a genocide education course at Ta Khmao teacher’s training 
center attended by nearly 100 secondary school teachers. The magazine published some 
pictures highlighting the difference between April 1975 and April 2014. In April 1975, KR 
soldiers entered Phnom Penh and ruled over the country. In April 2014, Cambodians learned 
about history of that period. The purpose was to prevent a similar regime from happening 
again. 
 
This month, two photographs were installed at the TSL Museum. The first photograph was 
about the children who survived the KR regime and another one was about the return to 
their homeland of Cambodian people after the KR regime collapsed. The details of this story 
were published in the letter section. 
 
In the documentation section, we published an article extracted from Revolutionary Youth 
Magazine published in April 1977. This piece was written about the second anniversary of 
victory over the whole country. Another article was the confession of a prisoner at S-21.  
 
In the history and research section, a detailed story was published. It was about the life of 
IngSimonvy who was about tenyears old during the KR regime. She told a vividstory of her 
family. 
 
In the legal section, an article about the complicated issue of Case 003 and 004 was 
published. In the debate section, we published an article about Q&A related to mental 
health problems.  
 
In the family tracing section, we published a story of a teacher who went through the KR 
regime. At the time, she changed her name in order to hide her identity. She is now a 
history professor at the Department of History of Royal University of Fine Arts. 
 
April Issue 172 

Article Title 

Editorials/Letters 1. Photos to remember TSL Museum 

Documentation 2. Kampuchean Youth applauding the 2nd

3. Oeun, alias Boeun, a former veteran at Logistics Unit of Division 
174. 

 anniversary of 
independence - 17 April the Great.  

 

History and 4. Way of Life of Ing Simonavy: Separation, sorrow and terror 
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Research during the KR regime.  
5. Always want to know about the KR. 
6. Fleeing the atrocity of the KR: A story of a Cambodian refugee in 

Laos. 
7. Villagers’ lives in Preah Romkil Communein the early stages of 

the revolution. 
 

Legal 8. The complicated process of Case 003 and 004. 

Debate 9. Q&A about psychological illness after the KR regime. 

Family Tracing 10. Changing name in order to stay alive.  
11. My grandmother’s story. 
12. A life of IengEng in the KR. 

 
Impact and request from readers: 
 Photographer Charles Fox requested some photos for exhibition at the University of 

London. 
 Y Blim Androng found the announcement online about an American who was looking 

for the destiny of the Montagnard minority group who was dispersed from the 
French Embassy in April 1975. Y Blim Androng had some friends who were among 
those who were forced to leave the French Embassy. 

 
Sreymom’s Letter 
 
Thank you so much for your suggestion to send my letter to the Cambodia Daily news, but 
I'm not sure if they are interested in my story that will publish in their news forum. Every 
single word that I've written all came from my own thoughts, own opinions that I would like 
to express toward the existence of the genocide and the people of Cambodia before and the 
aftermath,from the beginning of the KR regime until the liberation.  
  
Human lives are so extraordinary no matter who you are or what level you are.The KR didn't 
see it or feel that way, unfortunately nearly 2 million Cambodia citizens men, women, 
children paid such an extraordinary price during the KR occupied the country.  KR 
motivation, action toward human lives were unacceptable, KR regime brought tears, 
sorrow, pain, emotions,...etc.  Each every Cambodian family had lost loved ones.   
  
Each every photo that I looked at, it contains so much detail which sometimes I just cannot 
find the right word to describe it.  
  
I'll be in Cambodia again once the SRIis finished. The attach photo is Bong Inn's uncles and 
aunties taken in the late 60's in Phnom Penh, they all were executed by the KR in April, 
1975, the very first week the KR took over Cambodia. 
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In May, the magazine covered some stories about the anniversary of the Day of 
Remembrance celebrated on May 20th

Sections 

. The reenacting of life during the KR was performed 
at the Killing Field. All DC-Cam staff joined and covered the events. We all interviewed 
participants, who were monks, nuns, students, villagers and performers. 
 
In the documentation section, we published an article extracted from Revolutionary Youth 
Magazine published in April 1977. This piece was written about the second anniversary of 
victory over the whole country. Another article was the confession of a prisoner at S-21. 
 
In the history and research section, a detailed story was published. It was about the life of 
IngSimonvy who was about tenyears old during the KR regime. She told the story of her 
family vividly. 
 
In the legal section, an article about Case 003 and 004 was published. In debate section, we 
published an article about the loss of antiquity and measurement to preserve it. 
 
In family tracing, we published several articles written by DC-Cam staff and volunteers. 
 
February Issue 173 

Article Title 

Editorials/Letters 1. A performance to keep memory alive. 
 

Documentation 2. Encouragement of criticism, self-criticism in the line of 
revolutionary use to be stronger and deeper 

3. Hing Sokhom: An MA student of economics at Bucknell 
University and New York University 
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History and 
Research 

4. Un Phoeun: Special unit team leader of navy based at Koh 
Pulovay and Koh Krachok Ses.  

5. A memory: My parents died because of their connection with 
enemy. 

6. Only I survived.  
7. Chhuon Naren: Guarding rice, but was beaten with rowing 

stick. 
Legal 8. Case 003 and 004 at the KRT: The definition of “most 

responsible” individual.  
Debate 9. Thief of Cambodian antiquity 

Family Tracing 10. Keeping you is no gain. 
11. My mother during the KR.  
12. Seeing sunshine means that I survived. 
13. Never forget the hardship. 
14. What the KR left behind for me. 

 
Requests: 
 Photographer Charles Fox requests some photos for exhibition at the University of 

London.  
 Y Blim Androng found the announcement online about an American who was looking for 

the destiny of Montagnard minority group who was dispersed from the French embassy 
in April 1975. Y Blim Androng had some friends who were among those who were forced 
to leave the French embassy.  

 Kdei Karuna requested some photos from the KR period for their exhibition on Mobile 
Forced Transfer. 

 Jodie Allt from Icon Films in the United Kingdom (UK)requested some photos of the KR 
for her documentary.  

 Socheat Nhean wrote an article to “Letter to Editor” section of Phnom Penh Post titled 
“Return Cambodia’s treasures, repair our people’s souls.”   

 A photo taken by Socheat Nhean at Cheoung Ek was published in Phnom Penh Post. 
 
For the June issue, the magazine covers stories about the forced transfer of the population 
under the Pol Pot regime becauseit is part of the criminal charges at the ECCC that has led to 
having an exhibition about forced transfer as part of reparations for the Cambodian people 
andis also now included in DC-Cam’s Teachers’ Guidebook, which will be taught to 
secondary history teachers all over the country. For June Issue 174, stories about the 
exhibition “Forced Transfer” were printed, such as those about the installation of exhibition 
in Battambang and BanteayMeanchey provincial museums, the meaning of Forced Transfer 
and the opinions of participants who joined the exhibition.Also in early June, SocheatNhean 
went to Siem Reap with director YoukChhang, who participated in an ICC-Angkor meeting. 
The meeting was fruitful because we had talked about land which DC-Cam planned to buy 
and about designing a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Angkor Conservation. 
 
In the documentation section, we published an article about a medical student, 
LuongThavrak, from China who was sent to S-21, where he was killed. In the history and 
research section, we published some articles. One of them was about the legacy of war in 
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the 1990s under the control of KR guerrillas. Other articles were about Forced Transfer and 
others about photos of the exhibition.  
 
In the legal section, an article about Case 003 and 004 was published. In the debate section, 
we published an article about the loss of antiquity and measurement to preserve it.  
 
In the family tracingsectin, we published one life history written by a KR survivor, 
SiemSophon, who sent his history to DC-Cam in early June.  
 
February Issue 174 

Sections Article Title 

Editorials/Letters 1. 17 April: Forced transfer 
Documentation 2. Luong Thavrak: Medical student from China 

History and 
Research 

3. Srayang Commune's lingering legacy: The Civil War (1979-
1998) 

4. Exhibition about forced transfer in Battambang and Banteay 
Meanchey 

5. Forced transfer during the KR regime 
6. Memories of forced transfer 

 
Legal 7. Case 003 and 004 at the KRT: The definition of “most 

responsible” individual 

Debate 8. How you could help to heal Cambodian society 
9. Death in motion: Forced evacuations under DK 

Family Tracing 10. Life in a storm 

F. Radio Broadcast "Voices of Genocide: Justice and the KR Famine" 

 
DC-Cam’s interesting community radio program Voices of Genocide: Justice and the KR 
Famine, which explores the famine which occurred during the DK regime is continuing to be 
broadcast on Kampot Radio Station FM 93.25, and is combined with two other programs: A 
History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979) and Breaking the Silence as daily basis. See 
table below. 
 
Re-broadcast Programs Schedule Time 
A History of Democratic Kampuchea (1975-1979) Mon., Tue., and 

Wed. 
7:30 a.m. and 
7:00 p.m. 

Breaking the Silence Thu., Fri., and Sat. 
Voice of Genocide: Justice and the KR Famine 
1. Background and Introduction 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_1.htm 
2. Famine and Excess Mortality in DK 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_2.htm 
3. What did the KR Leaders Know 

Sunday 

http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Srayang_Commune's_Lingering_Legacy_The_Civil_War_(1979-1998).pdf�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Srayang_Commune's_Lingering_Legacy_The_Civil_War_(1979-1998).pdf�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_1.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_2.htm�
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http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_3.htm 
4. Famine and Genocide 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_4.htm 
5. Famine and Crimes Against Humanity 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_5.htm 
6. Famine and War Crimes 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_6.htm 
7. Justice and Modern Famine Beyond Cambodia 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_7.htm 
8. The Frank Case and New Information from the 
ECCC About Rice Distribution 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_8.htm 
9. Looking Forward Beyond International Criminal 
Law: the Human Right to Adequate Food 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_9.htm 
10. Hunger, Memory and Justice 
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_10.htm 
 

G. Participation in Conferences 

 
Dany Long, on behalf of DC-Cam’s director, took part in a workshop on June 20-21 in 
Vietnam as a guest speaker which was held by Spread Out Academic Club of Vietnam. The 
organizer expressed their thanks via email saying “On behalf of Spread Out Academic Club, I 
give many thanks for your kind support for the program of "Khmer Rouge: Memory and 
Reconciliation" last Saturday. We understand you made efforts to rearrange your work to 
travel here. It is much appreciated for your thorough mentorship via email, resourceful 
reference materials and enthusiastic talk-show.” 
 
On June 21-26, 2014, KhambolyDy attended a global conference entitled "Holocaust 
Education and Genocide Prevention: Sharing ExperiencesAcross Borders." The conference 
was conducted by Salzburg Global Seminar, a non-governmental organization based in 
Salzburg, Austria. It was attended by over fifty delegates from over forty countries around 
the world. As a delegate from Cambodia, Mr. Dy did a presentation by simply answering 
four critical questions: What have you found to be the best methods for introducing the 
importance of education on the Holocaust and other genocides to the public discourse? 
What are main challenges to developing exhibitions, memorial sites and museums related to 
genocide? In what ways can civil society and especially NGOs effectively counter Holocaust 
and genocide denial? How successful has Holocaust and genocide education been in your 
own countries and what have been the main challenges? Mr.Dy emphasized that to bring 
awareness on the importance of genocide education, the DC-Cam engaged with the 
government to shape public policy and worked with grassroots organizations topublic 
opinions through a number of activities including its monthly magazine Searching for the 
Truth and other publications, especially the textbook A History of Democratic Kampuchea 
(1975-1979) with nationwide circulation. Cambodian genocide education now has been 
institutionalized, and students are studying the subject at school. With regard to the 
Holocaust education in Cambodia, Mr. Dy explained that Holocaust education has small 
space due to lack of resources, expertise, the politics of memory and relevancy. Using the 

http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_3.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_4.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_5.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_6.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_7.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_8.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_9.htm�
http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Episode_10.htm�
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metaphor of food and Socratic questioning, he asked the participants to do an assignment 
by answering a question "In what way can you bring McDonalds to Cambodian consumers?" 
 
On May 26-June 13, 2014, Mam Sovann, a team member of the Genocide Education Project, 
was invited by faculty member of Santa Clara University’s summer course to do a 
presentation on DC-Cam’s project’s activities at Singapore Management University (SMU), 
Singapore.Approximately 13 students attended the course, including two Singaporean 
students and eleven American students. 

IV. BUILDING A PERMANENT CENTER: THE SLEUKRITH INSTITUTE (SRI) 

A. Physical Building 

This quarter, DC-Cam successfully achieved the conceptual design of the building of DC-
Cam’s Permanent Center by ZahaHadid Architects and engineers from Arup Engineering in 
the UK.  The detailed steps and plans in the months ahead can be seen in the letter dated 
June 30, 2014 addressed to Ms. Dhulce-Janice McGuire in Appendix D. 

B. School of Genocide, Conflict and Human Rights (GCHR) 

 
In this quarter, the school team has been working with Pangea team of Columbia University. 
A weekly meeting has been often held through Skype conference to discuss and shape up 
ideas for a concrete and practical business plan for the school. After a few month discussion 
and one week field work, the Pangea team successfully produced a business plan for the 
SleukRith School. 
 
On June 20, the Ministry issued a license for the SleukRith School, which is entitled the 
“Institute” The institute will offer both a certificate and master degree program in genocide, 
human rights, and conflict studies. One of the options taken by the SleukRith School is to 
find potential international partnerships. On May 13, 2014, Stanford University’s Bing 
Overseas Studies Program approached DC-Cam for a potential collaboration on the 2014 
summer program. AnMoU was drafted and then signed by both the director ofSleukRith 
School and the summer program director on July 2. The MoU has agreed that the SRI will act 
as a course partner and facilitate historical site visits as well as managelogistical matters. 
Stanford University will act as supervisor of the course and manage administrative and 
financial support to getthe program up and running. 
 
On June 29, Professor Jeffrey Brand, director of law and global justice at University of San 
Francisco, formally agreed to serve as one of the school advisors and he offered to support 
the team with school-related services. To date, he has advised on curriculum development, 
MoUs, and the business plan. 
 
The school director and team leader of the Oral History Project were invited to participate in 
Global Salzburg Seminar, Austria from June 21 to 26, 2014. The purpose of the seminar was 
to assess the Holocaust teaching around the world and to relate the teaching with genocide 
education. The team spoke in two different occasions: i) Holocaust and genocide education: 
view from Asia; and ii) The role of civil society in promoting holocaust and genocide 
education. 
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The Ministry has chosen DC-Cam as itsmain partner for an educationreform for Asean 
integration in 2015. Later on March 26, 2014 the Minister of Education

C. Museum of Memory 

 and DC-Cam director 
met and identified four stages and several main activities to move things forward. During 
this quarter, the school team developed a concept note which will be expanded into a 
research proposal in the next quarter. 

 
The Museum of Memory will provide a tranquil and contemplative environment where 
survivors and visitors can reflect, learn and heal. The museum will display a variety of 
exhibits, including photographs, selected documents, and films. A permanent exhibit, 
entitled “April 17,” will chronicle the day in 1975 when KR forces took power in Phnom 
Penh. Space will also be available for traveling exhibitions relating to other cases of mass 
human suffering. Our exhibits are already renowned and have been shown around the 
world. In addition to our local partnership with the TSL Genocide Museum in Phnom Penh, 
we have shown exhibits in Denmark, The Netherlands, and the United States. We also wish 
to have an area dedicated to “the Memory of Our Nation,” where visitors can go to honor 
the victims. 

During this reporting period (April-June, 2014), the team completed the following tasks: 
 

 On April 7, the Museum Team met with Mr. Kong Vireak, head of the Museum 
Department, Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, to discuss the contents of the exhibition 
on KR History at five provincial museums of Battambang, BanteayMeanchey, Kampong 
Thom, Takeo, and SvayRieng, and the extension of the MOU between the DC-Cam and 
the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts on the TSL Genocide Museum. This kind of meeting 
went further on April 29 with H.E. Hab Touch, head of the General Department of 
Heritage, Mr. Kong Vireak, head of the Museum Department, Ms. SengSokha, vice-head 
of the Museum Department, at the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts to finalize the 
above-mentioned work.  

Development Plan for 24 Provincial Museums 
 

 The Museum Team has finalized the exhibition panels and catalogue to be sent to the 
design company (Yvonne). 

 On April 25, the Museum Team sent files to the design company to design its exhibition 
panels on KR History. The exhibits are expected to be installed at Battambang and 
BanteayMeanchey provincial museumsduring the period of this report. 

 On May 21, the Museum Team met with Mr. TesChhoeun and Mr. HorKosal, 
representatives from the National Museum of Cambodia, to review the content of the 
exhibitions. 

 On May 23, the Museum Team finalized the exhibition catalog in English. 
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 On May 28, 2014, the Museum Team, consisting of directorYoukChhang, SirikSavina, 
Men Pechet, SengKunthy, NheanSocheat, ChhayDavin, KimsroySokvisal, and Ly Kok-
Chhay, had a meeting with the minister of Culture and Fine Arts in order to introduce 
the museum team of SRIto her and follow-up on some work that the team has been 
working on, as well as future collaboration. 

 Finally, two exhibitions on forced transfer were displayed on June 24 in 
BattambangProvince with 100 people taking part at the launching day and on June 27 in 
BanteayMeanchey with 200 people taking part at the launching day. See more news in 
Appendix E. 

 

 On April 4

TSL Genocide Museum, Phnom Penh 
 

th, the Museum Team installed an outdoor exhibition depicting the child 
survivors of genocide from S-21 prison where more than 14,000 people were tortured, 
raped and killed. This exhibition is dedicated to the memory of victims at TSL Genocide 
Museum. The exhibit is 5.45m by 7m in size and is located against the back wall between 
building A and B, which is exposed to the public who visit TSLwhen moving from building 
A to B. 
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 The Museum Team has revised its existing exhibitions at TSL Genocide Museum in order 

to reprint the exhibits and re-install them. Those exhibits are now on display at TSL 
Genocide Museum’s building C and D. The existing exhibitions that need to reprint are 
(1)Genocide: Who are the Senior KR Leaders to be Judged?(2)The Victims of History: 
Voice of the KR Victims and Perpetrators, (3)Stilled Lives: Photographs from the 
Cambodian Genocide, (4)Justice and Responsibility, and (5)The ECCC Tour. 

 The Museum Team has sent files to the printing company to prepare the installation of 
another outdoor exhibition depicting the return of Cambodian people after the KR 
Regime collapsed in January 1979. The exhibit is 5.45m by 7m in size and will be located 
against the back wall between building C and D, thereby exposed to the public who visit 
TSLwhen moving from building C to D. 

 The team supplied 28 DC-Cam publications, equal to 140 units and worth of USD 1,037 
to TSL’s library upon the request of the museum director. 

 On May 12-15, the Museum Team installed a new outdoor exhibit at TSL Genocide 
Museum. This exhibition recalls the return home of Cambodians after genocide. The 
exhibit is 5.45m by 7m in size and is located against the back wall between building C 
and D, exposed to the public who visit TSLwhen moving from building C to D. 
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 We are proofreading the Still Lives’ file in order to re-print and re-install the exhibit at 
TSL. In the meantime, the team has been waiting for an approval from the Ministry of 
Culture and Fine Arts on the extension of collaboration with DC-Cam. 

 

 The Museum Team has re-sent a follow-up email to Mr. Ea Darith about the approval for 
the Sleuk Roka Project. According to Mr. Darith, the team needs to revise the content of 
the MoU again, especially by removing specific names of the Authority for the Protection 
and Management of Angkor and the Region of Siem Reap(APSARA Authority’s) officials 
from the MoU - namely H.E Soeung Kong, Ea Darith and Phin Samnang – and, regardless 
of an advisor to the project, Dr. Chen Chanratana. More importantly, since the team has 
been told about the internal interest in APSARA Authoriy which internally associate 
“museum contract” with Thai investors, meaning that none of the museum could be 
established or allowed to be in Siem Reap. It seems a word “Museum of Memory” is 
sensitive. The team, therefore, has decided to remove the word “Museum” from the 
MoU by using specific word “branch of SRI” instead. For now, the MoU is needed to be 
corrected very carefully by the director of the Museum of Memory and Management 
Team before submitting to the APSARA authority again. 

The Sleuk Roka Project at the Complexes of Koh Ker Temple, PreahVihear Province 
 

 On May 7, the Museum Team went to Koh Ker Temple to take video footage of staff 
from the National Museum of Cambodia transferring statues’ stands from Prasat Chen 
to the National Museum of Cambodia. According to the staff from the National Museum 
of Cambodia, the National Museum of Cambodia plans to create an exhibition corner to 
display art from the Koh Ker period. 

 In collaboration with the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, the team has installed a 
security camera at Angkor Conservation. In addition, on April 3, the Museum Team met 
with Mr. Sothin, director of Angkor Conservation Department, to discuss thefuture 
collaboration between the two institutions on arts and culture. 

SRI Museum of Memory in Siem Reap 
 

 The team has assisted a group of architectural students who work on assignments 
provided by ZahaHadid’s team. The students were divided into small teams, working on 
developing questionnairesforinterviews with some communities, site survey and its 
environment in BoengTrabek High School compound as well as DC-Cam’s office. 

 On May 6-9, the Museum Team met with Mr. Sothin, director of Angkor Conservation 
Department, to discuss about future collaboration between the two institutions, and 
met with Yeay An, the landlord at Prey Koy Commune, to update about DC-Cam’s 
request to the APSARA Authority in order to build the Museum of Memory  

D. Research Center 

 
Book of Memory  

Although the Book of Memory Project is facing a significant shortfall of financial support, 
significant progress is underway. One full-time staffer is tasked to move forward with the 
help from current and anticipated volunteers.  They are compiling a book of records of 
names of those who died under the KR regime from 1975 to 1979 and those who 
disappeared during that period. They continued to crosscheck names collected from DC-
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Cam documents to avoid repetition and to find out whether there are links between those 
names. The previous volunteer contracts were terminated and five new volunteers are 
being recruited. With the support from volunteers the team continues reading and 
summarizing confessions from S-21 for the Book of Memory project. In this quarter they 
summarized 125 confessions from S-21 prison. In addition, they recorded biographies of 
three people who died under the KR regime.   
 

New Publications 
The book entitled When Duch Laughs was completed and is under the design phase. The 
book will be published together with survivor stories, rare photographs from S-21, Duch’s 
recent photographs, and the transcripts of Duch’s recent interview conducted by SavinaSirik 
and Dr. Kok-ThayEng in 2012. It is hoped that it will be published in the next quarter or so. In 
addition, the translation of The Killing of Cambodia: Geography, Genocide and the Unmaking 
of Space from English to Khmer language (320 pages) isunderway at the printing shop. 
Unfortunately, this book lacked a bibliographical check that has delayed the publishing 
process. 
 

Translation and Publication of Books 
DC-Cam continued with translation of English and Khmer materials for respective Khmer and 
English readers. The translation of Dr. Kok-Thay ENG’s manuscript entitled From the Khmer 
Rouge to Hambali: Cham Identities in a Global Age finished within this quarter. All the 
translated chapters are being put together for editing. Another bookThe Killing of Cambodia 
is being edited for error in the translation of the footnotes and bibliography. 
 

Selected Research Assistance 
VivekaBhandari, one of interns at DC-Cam, was successfully selected for an internship at the 
Clinton Foundation this mummer because of director YoukChhnag’s recommendation letter. 
Another inspiration deals with one survivor living alone in US and writing his own book 
entitled Seng Ty’sThe Years of Zero: Coming of Age Under the Khmer Rouge. DC-Cam helped 
him toidentify his brother’s photo at the TSL museum. Inspired by it, he wrote this book. See 
more in Appendix F. 
 
DC-Cam provided research assistance to the following people: 
 
Didier Epelbaum is a historian specialized in the Holocaust period, a retired journalist 
(editor) at public French TV and a university teacher. He is currently studying the methods of 
recruitment of executioners in the four genocides of the 20th

Caitlin Brown visited DC-Cam in September 2013 to study for her final-year project at a 
university in the UK. Her dissertation is on the construction of memory of the KR within the 
TSL Genocide Museum and also through education since 1979. She has been looking for any 
articles about the educational policies of the PRK government throughout the 1980s and 
1990s but she has not been successful. She was looking for textbooks teaching about the KR 
that were used in schools during this period. She was also looking for newspaper articles 
regarding the education of the KR regime. She was basically discussing how education of the 

 century: Turcs and Kurds, 
German Nazis, KR and Hutus in Rwanda, looking for what they have in common. He got the 
idea of this research after visiting TSL and ChoeungEk in 2013. The stories about the cruelty 
of the KR guards, the “killing tree” in particular, reminded him of the attitudes of the SS, the 
Turks or the Hutu militias with their victims. 
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KR was used as a political tool throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, also how it has 
progressed since the establishment of peace in Cambodia and how this has affected the 
overall memory of the KR regime. 
 
Dr. Diana Sankey is a teaching fellow and co-director of the Centre for Criminal Law and 
Criminal Justice at Durham University in the UK.  She researched the ECCC and visited 
Cambodia in June to conduct research at the Court. Her focus was on Case 002/01, 
particularly on the treatment by the Court of crimes related to the forced population 
movements and to starvation.  She was wondering if DC-Cam was currently conducting any 
projects related to these types of offences and if DC-Cam has any publications or resources 
on this topic. 
  
Gnyata Patel is a high school student from United States. She and her friends were 
participating in the National History Day competition. In this contest, students across the 
nation choose an event in history by following the theme. This year's theme is "Rights & 
Responsibilities". (http://www.nhd.org/.) They were creating a website on Pol Pot's 
responsibility for the Cambodian Genocide. They were looking for documents, newspapers, 
primary sources, or contact information of the survivors of the Cambodian Genocide. Han-
YianSie is a student of architecture from Muenster in Germany. She was working on her 
thesis entitled "Design for a Memorial for the Victims of the Khmer Rouge". She was 
particularly interested in helping with design for a memorial and the project for the new SRI.  
 
Jeremy Morelock is a former staff member of the University of Southern CaliforniaShoah 
Foundation and he was traveling toCambodia to work on a documentary about the 
landmine problem. He requested a video interview with Dr. Kok-Thay ENG on the KR 
genocide, landmines and other KR legacies.  
 
Chanroeun Pa is a PhD candidate at the Centre for Applied Philosophy and Public Ethics at 
Charles Sturt University, Australia. He was looking for information relating to creating a 
Cham-English Dictionary. He also requested contact information on appropriate Cham 
intellectuals who could assist him in the project. 
 
Julie Fleischman from Michigan State University arrived in Cambodia in June for a short 
course on Khmer language studies. She is participating in the Center for Khmer Studies 
program to learn Khmer language for her future research on skeletal remains under the KR. 
 
Mariana dos Santos Parra is Master candidate from the University of Basque Country, in 
Spain. She was writing her dissertation about the role of the international community in 
Cambodia in the aftermath of the conflict and genocide. She was seeking assistance from 
DC-Cam to conduct her research, particularly to answer one of her surveys which 
arefocused on the point of view of the Cambodian people and leaders and that aims to 
contribute to her analysis. 
 

Advanced Degree Training  
 
Staff development at DC-Cam is a key towards succeeding in its main objectives of memory 
and justice. Given its importance, advanced degree opportunity is provided with no 
discrimination of gender, race and religion. This reflects the policy of the Center which 

http://www.nhd.org/�
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states that “male and female staff should be given equal encouragement and opportunity to 
study abroad”.  
 
For instance,Ms.Farina So, Cham minority and author of The Hijab of Cambodia: Memories 
of Cham Muslim Women after the KR has been admitted to a PhD program in Global Studies 
at University of Massachusetts Lowell (UMASS Lowell), USA, which started in September 
2013. However, she will work intermittently at DC-Cam on her social enterprise project, 
Cham Identity, which is funded by the Air Asia Foundation.  
 
Ms. SavinaSirik, office manager and museum director, was admitted into an MA program in 
geography at Kent State University, USA, which began since August 2013. She will be on 
academic leave for two years. However, she is still in charge of all project activities that 
were under her care at DC-Cam. 
 
Mr. KimsroySokvisal received full funding to study a master degree at Kent State University 
this year. 
 
Mr. NheanSocheat, team leader of Searching for the Truth magazine, received full funding 
to study a master degree in art and archeology at SOAS in UK, starting in late July this year. 
 
DC-Cam Staff in School 
 

• Farina So, PhD program in University of Massachusettes, Lowel 
• Savina Sirik, MA program in geography at Kent State University 
• Pongrasy Pheng, MA program at La Salle University  
• Sophorn Huy, MA program at the La Salle University 
• Samphoas Huy, PhD program at Rutgers Univeristy 

 
International Training 

This quarter one staff MormSophat went to Kent State University to take two months of 
training on GIS. FatilySa and PenhsamnangKan are going to do an internship at Lowell High 
School, USA. 
 

Media Coverage 
• The Cambodia Daily, Thursday, April 17, 2014, New Exhibitions at TSL Remember Khmer 

Rouge Victims. See at http://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/new-exhibitions-at-
tuol%E2%80%88sleng-remember-khmer-rouge%E2%80%88victims-56636/ 

• April 21, 2014, Ford Talk discusses history of Cambodian genocide. See at 
http://www.michigandaily.com/article/final-ford-talk-discusses-implications-cambodian-
genocide 

• PPP, Tuesday, 22 April 2014, The Forced Transfers. See at 
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/analysis-and-op-ed/forced-transfers 

UCA news.com article ”Study casts new light on Khmer Rouge Cambodian atrocities” quoted 
(June 6th) researcher Farina SO and DC-Cam’s Director YoukChhang on the issue of Cham 
muslims under Pol Pot regime. See more at http://www.ucanews.com/news/study-casts-
new-light-on-khmer-rouge-cambodian-atrocities/71097 

http://www.phnompenhpost.com/analysis-and-op-ed/forced-transfers�
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Appendix B 
 

The SleukRith Institute website (www.cambodiasri.org) 
The Cambodia Law and Policy Journal (www.cambodialpj.org) 
The Documentation Center of Cambodia website (www.dccam.org) 
 
About DC-Cam 

o http://www.d.dccam.org/Abouts/Annual/Annual.htm 
o http://www.d.dccam.org/Abouts/Annual/pdf/DC-Cam_Second_Quarter_Repor-

January_March_2014.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Abouts/Finance/Finances.htm 

 
Archives/Documentation 

o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Chronology.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Press_Release_01_April_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/pdf/Press_Release_01_April_2014_KH.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/pdf/Press_Release_01_April_2014_EN.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Press_Release_07_April_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/pdf/ECCC_PR_7_Apr_2014_Kh.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/pdf/ECCC_PR_7_Apr_2014_Eng.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Statement_24_April_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Press_Release_20_May_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Press_Release_26_May_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Chronology/Press_Release_29_May_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Archives/Protographs/Photographs.htm 

 
ECCC Trial Observation/CTM 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/Khmer_Version.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/ECCC_Trail_Observation_

Booklet.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/ECCC_Trial_Observation/pdf/Former_is_Tro_ble%

20_Aum-Khun.pdf 
 

Living Documents 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/ECCC_Tour_and_Field_Trip_Reports.ht

m 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Escaping_the_Khmer_Rouge_Atroc

ity.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Stung_Treng_Province_on_April_2-4_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Pailin_Province_Punitive_Justice_C

an_Help_Shape_Up_Society.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Reflecting_KR_Regime_Through_B

anteay_Chhmar_Temple_is_Collapse.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/The_Khmer_Rouge_Regime_Takes

_Self-Destruction_Path.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/pdf/Srayang_Commune%27s_Lingerin

g_Legacy_The_Civil_War_%281979-1998%29.pdf 
 

Genocide Education Project 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Commune_Teacher_Training.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Thirteen_Commune_Teacher_Training_

March_25-30_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/photos/2014/Teacher_Training_In_Prey

_Veng_Province_on_March_25-30_2014/index.html 
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o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Fourteen_Commune_Teacher_Training_
April_05-10_2014.htm 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Name_List_of_Teacher_for_14th_Co
mmune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Announcement_for_14th_Commune
_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal--KH.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Announcement_for_14th_Commune
_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal--EN.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Assignment_for_Trainees--
14th_Commune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Assignment_for_Trainers--
14th_Commune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Program_for_Opening_14th_Commu
ne_Teacher_Training_5_April_2014.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/pdf/Name_List_of_Teacher_for_14th_Co
mmune_Teacher_Training_in_Kandal.pdf 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/photos/2014/Teacher_Training_In_Kan
dal_Province_on_April_05-10_2014/index.html 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Teacher_Guidebook_2009.htm 
 
Searching for the Truth Magazine 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Magazines/Kh_magazine.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Magazines/Magazines/Issue170.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Magazines/Magazines/Issue171.pdf 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Magazines/Magazines/Issue172.pdf 

 
Radio 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/Live_show.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Radio/MP3/5th_Live_Show.mp3 

 
Photos 

o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos_Gallery.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Stung_Treng_Province_on_April_2-4_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/Fourteen_Commune_Teacher_Training_

April_05-10_2014.htm 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Genocide/photos/2014/Teacher_Training_In_Kan

dal_Province_on_April_05-10_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Pailin_Province_on_April_23-25_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Banteay_Meanchey_Province_on_May_08-10_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Day_of_Remembrace_Ma

y_20_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Kratie_Province_on_May_28-30_2014/index.html 
o http://d.dccam.org/Projects/Living_Doc/Photos/2014/Public_Village_Forum_in

_Preah_Vihear_Province_on_June_11-13_2014/index.html 
 

Publication 
o http://d.dccam.org/Publication/Monographs/Monographs.htm 
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Appendix C 

Comments of CheaSimKamchay, Mea University Students 

1. Oy Nalen (F): A year 2 student in accounting in Kamchaymea University in Kampong 
Cham Province. I had not much knowledge on KRT before because I did not follow it and 
never read any document which related to the process of the KRT. However, after my 
presence in the workshop on the website of CTM and reading the booklets of Trial 
Observation Project which were distributed to us, I have learned about the process of trying 
the Khmer Ruge leaders and I got knowledge that there areonly two octogenarians leaders 
who are left. And I also brought what I learned from the workshop to tell my parent and 
sibling who did not know about it. Finally, I would like to request to the KRTto please 
expedite its process because they are too old.  
2. Savat Sonita (F): A year 2 student. After I received the Observation booklets, I read 
them. Even though I did not have the ability to visit the tribunal, I could read the booklets. 
After I finished reading the booklets, I learned that reading the book is very important. 
Reading the booklets provided me lots of information about the KRT and I had a little bit of 
knowledge on the judicial process. I shared this knowledge with my grandparent and parent 
in order to update them about the process of the KRT. I would like to ask the team toplease 
conduct such a workshop in this university again later.  
3. Leng Bora (M): A year 3 student in accounting. After participating in the workshop, I 
think it is good because it provides the next generation [with knowledge] about the process 
of the KRT and how the accused were tried. More than this, the workshop also distributed 
the booklets, which focus on the process of the court. I already finished reading it. For me, I 
think it is not easy to understand because I did not study law, however the booklets offer 
me some information and the process of the court. It also updates me about the number of 
current accused.  
4. Much Sambath (M): After participation in the workshop I had learned on some parts 
because there were some technical words in law thatI feel are difficult to understand. I think 
the workshop is good because it provides us the knowledge on the history and the process 
of trying theKhmer Rouge leaders. In addition, the workshop distributed the Trial 
Observation booklets. When I finished reading them, they gave me more understanding 
about the tribunal and I now know that the court is trying two important leaders known as 
Noun Chea and Khieu Samphan. Then I keep this information for telling my parent and 
relatives as well.  
5. Hong SreyPov (F): An accounting student. After the workshop, I got clearer about the 
proceedings of the KRT because I used to visit the court in 2012. I already finished reading 
the Observation booklets and they updated me on new developments of the tribunal such 
as forced labor, starvation, and torture and I got to know the process of trying the Khmer 
Rouge senior leaders who committed those crimes on Cambodian people. The books also 
provide some knowledge on the Cambodian history, Khmer Rouge regime and even we who 
are the next generation. Lastly, I would like to ask the team toplease conduct such a 
workshop to as many universities around the country as possible in order to provide this 
knowledge to all students because some of my friends got disappointed when they 
heardthat there is such a workshop, but they could not attend.  
6. Teok Lida (F): A year 2 student in accounting. After participation in the workshop, I 
did not get a great understanding about the process of the court because I have never heard 
this information before. The Observation booklets makes this easier due to its simplification 
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but I have not finished reading it. After reading some of parts of them, I got much 
information on the tribunal and society. At the end, I do not have any improvement for the 
team work because your writing is easy to understand. If possible, I would like to ask you to 
conduct this workshop again in my university in order to update us on any new 
developments of the KRT.  
 
7. Sang Neary Rath (F): A year 2 student in accounting. I got much knowledge from the 
presentation about both judication and investigation and the presenters also answered 
concerns that I had before. The presentation was good for us because I have no time to 
watch television and follow the court in Phnom Penh. Moreover, I learned about the 
background of Pol Pot, execution and torture on the Cambodian people during DK. For using 
technical work, I only understand some of them but not all because there are many 
technical words in law. The booklet is fine for me because the authors already simplified the 
words and I have no improvement on the booklets as it is acceptable.  
8. Phoeun Ratha (M): A year 2 student in accounting. I think the presentation is good 
because it offers Cambodia’s next generation information about the process of trying on the 
Khmer Rouge leaders and how they were adjudicated. The Observation booklet is necessary 
for us and I have no correction on it. 
9. Noun Vichet (M): A year 2 student in accounting. After participating in the 
presentation, I got some parts but I lost some parts because they were using some difficult 
words. Whatever, I think that the presentation provided benefits for us by providing more 
information on the history and process of adjudication of the KRT. I have no comment on 
the presentation. For the booklets, I think they are necessary for students and easy to read 
for me via simplification, including using pictures. However, some of my friends said that 
they found itdifficult to understand as it contains some technical words.   
10. Thy Phearum (M): A year 3 student in management. After my participation in the 
workshop, I think it provided benefits for me as well as all Cambodian students. On behalf of 
Cambodian people, we have to know our history and the adjudication of senior leaders of 
the Khmer Rouge regime. And the observation booklet is also good, I say this because it easy 
to read and understand. After I finished reading it, I gained more knowledge on the 
condition of the people during DK and I got to know the main points of the judicial process. 
Finally, I would like to request that if there is a chance, please come to do the presentation 
again because we would love to hear updateson new developments of the KRT.  
 
11.  Vuthy Chenda (F): A year 2 student in accounting. After participating in the 
presentation, I feel it was difficult to understand because there were new words which I had 
never heard. However, it is good for us as a students to learn about the history and get to 
know that there is a court which is trying the Khmer Rouge leaders nowadays. I already 
finished reading the Observation booklets, I personally think that is good as it offers the 
younger students the information about adjudication before KRT because there are some of 
them have not received this kind of booklets and even participated in such presentation 
related to the process of the tribunal before.  
 

Comment of the Ankor University Students 
 

12.  Kong Sothea (M): After I participated in the presentation, I believe it is good for the 
next generation because they do not know either the history oradjudication of the Khmer 
Rouge leaders. I only used to hear people talking about the Pol Pot regime, however I did 
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not pay attention to it. During the presentation at my university, I receivedmore 
understanding about Khmer Rouge regime. I already finished reading the booklets. I got 
more understanding about the process of the tribunal, except only a few technical words. I 
also shared what I learned from the presentation and the booklet to my friends who did not 
participate in the presentation. Lastly, I do not have any recommendations but I have a 
request to conduct this presentation at my university every year in order to support our 
knowledge about the KRT.  
13.  Choun Samol (M): After I participated in the presentation, even I got less 
information but I think it is good for Cambodian people and students who do not have any 
knowledge on the KRT. When there is such a presentation, we get some knowledge on the 
proceedings of the court, but not most. I did not finish reading the observation booklet yet 
as I have not much time because I have to work and study. I have some improvement, which 
is time. I think it was too short time for presenting about the process of the KRT.  
14.  Cheuk Touch (F): I think the presentation was good for us as it provided the 
knowledge on the history and process of the KRT and to raise awareness about the 
distinction of each regime and the way to lead the country in order to alert Cambodian 
people to avoid such an atrocity in the future. So far, I did not finish reading the observation 
booklet yet, so I do not have any comment on it.  
15. Ry Sovannara (M): When I first participated in the presentation, I thought it was 
useless for me. However, after the presentation finished, I think it is very useful for the  
generation that the Khmer Rouge regime actually existed in Cambodia and we know who 
the leaders of the era are. I read some part of the booklet and I got some information about 
the finishing of the Case 001 and 002 is processing with two accused, Noun Chea and Khieu 
Samphan. I shared what I have learned with my younger sisters and brothers and my friends 
who did not participate in he presentation and I lent the documents to them to read as well. 
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Appendix E 
News on Exhibition on Forced Transfer at Battambang Provincial Museum 

 
ទំព័រេដម9 » សង�ម9 » 

កររេមម�សេេដងបំ�្របជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មទពហេបទបិករងធរជកករែងរំ  

(ៃធ�ទី25 មហធជន2014, េមាង07:37:PM) | េេដ: សូផជប 

ជ-9 ជ ជ+

បាតដំង: េជបងរំនបតេ�កដក, ពហេសសបបស ររចក�្យកបហស�ហាកសហស�ក ាជសបស�្សក ាជ�សាសហបសស

បហងសង�ម�ពមមំង�្របជមជជ្កបុងកទទឹងបបពីករាមជីរ ំងពីទពហេបទបិករសតរបរងេ�សីក

ជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មក, ករងធរជកករែងរំពីរងរបរ�ជ�មក, ដំេណ រករផ�ីផកររសត�្របជមជជ្ក

, ករ តរពីំរងរបរ�ជ�មកបហងករសហជកសបស�្សងសវងដងតបហងករងរជពហងជកពីរីស ហារសតេពេ�កម

រងរបរ�ជ�មក មរដរករែូងទស�នកករ ំងពហព័រណិសសីពីកររេបម�សេេដងបំកជាជងរ

ងរបរ�ជ�មក(The forced transfer during the khmer Rouge regime) ។ 

     
ពហព័រណិេនីរតេផេមេជេ�ដកេពេរាសបាតដំងកៃធ�ទីក២៤កមហធជនកនបររមបៈីរេរាសក(្តមាតសៈុង

សងង�)កភូមហជមបជរកសង� ាតបវ ដេបា ក�ជ ងបាតដំង)កបហងកេពេរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដៃធ�ទីក២៧កមហធជនកន

បរមបៈីរេរាសករ ហេសណេសទហកេរាសកភូមហ៣កសង� ាត�ពីពនម ក�ជ ងសហរេីបភ័ណក។ 

     
ពហព័រណិេបីេផេ ា្សំសបតេង�បទសសីពីក"កររេមម�សេេដងបំជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�ម"ក

េេដបរងាជរណីេបីបបេសជ េង�ាេេដ ង�រំបជំរ�មីស ហបមះវជាជងាជកករជមជជ្កាជកករ

ងរបរ�ជ�មកជាជងសំណជំ េររង០០២/០១ក។កកបតងាែចសត្ងេបីេេេទេាកេេដបរកររេមម�ស�្រប

េេដងបំ មរធេភមងក�ាយសបបេទវេធងេសៈរងាទូមំង�េទសកងដងនំ ចមបករងជបជត�្បរក

ករ ាត ម់ បកករសមម តកបហង�ង័ដពូរបសបិក�ជសឹងសរទមួកបហងមរមមណន ងងជបរជមជជ្កបប

េ��បសតបែតេររងងដងេជាេធងជាជងដំេណ រេពងរេមម�ស មរធេភមងេបីកមជេទវករេជត ំងជាជង

ពហព័រណិ មបេ េរាសមំងេបីក។ 

     
េពៃធ�ទីក១៧កងរេមបក ា ំ១៩៧៥កជងទ័ពងរបរ�ជ�មែូងមជ�ជ ងភាំេពេេ�ដបបេណេ េ�្រប

េេដេ�បជចក"រេមម�ស"កងដងនៈ តមជេ�បជចក"រេមម�សេេដងបំ"កេែេពីទី�ជ ងក។ក

េពេពងេនីេ�ដទី�ជ ងភាំេពេបបង�កម ដ្ទី�ជ ងដទប� ាត�រងំសប បមបជស�រសតេពក។កជរសសសី

�្តសសមតសណវរកមបជស�រសតកជជម ជជមរកី�ពីសងីកបហងដូបរីក�ពមមំងបសបហជរបដៃទេទេាក

 ាជរំងឺព្បងេពមបៈីរេពទចកសសីមបៃផៈេបីកសសីងដងេទបុងស�មងជូបរែឹ�ាយសបបងបំ ចរជ

េែេពីទី�ជ ងក។ក�្រប្េ�ែប�ាយសងបំ ចរជេែេេេដេធបរេរងេ ជ ីេេកបតផមូស្ាហននក

�្តទហសទីកេរងការូងកងហែកេជាក។កមា ជត�បបេទវដំេណ រេេមជរកេេដមហបបបដុងពីេសងេង

ែចសតកសតេ�ដង្េ�ែបក�ាយស�បត ចេេេពសស ជជំេណ ារសតរមឹបស ហេក។ 

     
�្របងដងរេមម�សមជពី�ជ ងភាំេពេ�ាយសសម� ងត្ក(�្រប១៧េមប)ក(�្របធបី)ក

េពេពងងដងក(�្របមូងេល ប)ក�ាយសបបរាតទជជ្មបជស�្ឹរ ចទជជែហាសបបកបហងេបប ី�ាងត

 | Print 
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្មឹដ ង�ករដហសាសបិក។ក�្រប�ាយសេដជស�មជេព មដងផមូសកបហងេ�កមេដមេេកេ�ដ�ូងា

បដបសហែបសឹែក។កេេដបរងាករេទវកដំេណ រផមូស � ដក�្របងដង�ាយសរេមម�សបបរឹ�ទី

កររវីសាាងេ�ែបកង� ចមបករេ�ស�ាតកេជារំងឺកបហង ្ក។ក្សរជក�្របែំបឹប�មណ២

កបនជតក�ាយសបបរេមម�សេេដងបំ ចរជេែេពីទី�ជ ងក។ក�្របក�ង�ង៣០០០នជតបបបម ត

ជាជងេពងរេមម�សក។ 

     
រតពីងរជវ ក ា ំ១៩៧៥កដងត ា ំ១៩៧៧ក�្របមឹដែំបឹបទំ�ាយសបបរេមម�សេែេពីភូមហង្

ជបេ ងកបហងភូមហង្បហរាីៃប�េទសករមឹមបេរាសជបេ ងកជំពងតទំក ងជសកជំពងតសជឺកជំពងត ា ំងក

ជំពងតរមកេ ជ ីេេកបតេរាសេសេម ក�ពីស ហ្ រកបហងភូមហង្បដ័ពចករមឹមបកេរាសបាតដំងក

េបទធបាតកបហងនៈ ដមបរ័ដក។ 

     
ងជបរងដងបបប�ងតទជជពីរងរបរ�ជ�មងហ េបចដុង�្រប�មណពី៤ងសបេេ៥ងសប

នជតក�ាយសងរបរ�ជ�មះមូ បេេកបតភូមហង្បដ័ពចកេ�ដ�្របែំបឹប�មណ៥មជឺបនជតេផ�ងេទេាក

�ាយសរេមម�សេែេពីភូមហង្ូបួករមឹមបកេរាសៃ�ពងសងកបហងបវ ដេរេងក។ 

     
េរាសបាតដំងកបហងនៈ ដមបរ័ដក(េរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដក�ាយសបបផេ ែតេែេពីេរាសបាតដំងេព ា ំ

១៩៨៨)ក�ាយសបបេររក្េរាសងដងសមរូរេង្ផង�ាយសផា្ណនកេ�ដណែែហះរ ុម�្របជមជជ្

ទូមំង�េទសបបក។ 

     
េេដបរមូងេ�ាជេបីេ�ដកេទងរបរ�ជ�មបបរេមម�ស�្របធបីក ាជក១៧េមបកមជេទវករ

ង�េង�បផងសសយសកេពាំបតេរាសេបីកេពេពងងដងរមឹបបបទទឹងរ័ដរមាីេពៃធ�ទី១៧កងរេមបក ា ំ

១៩៧៥ក។កស�មតេរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដក្ឺមបទី ំងទ�ជហដលជមបេេដងតែំបឹប១៦ជងបមងកេ

េងេេេងរបដករណិងផបទីរេទេ បជសពរសតមរមមណន ងងជបរក។កសស ជបីមឹដ�ក្មទចម

ជទមបទី ំងទ�ជហដលជមបែំបឹបពីក៣កេេ៤កជងបមងងដរ មបេ សស ជមំង៧កជាជងេរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដក។ក

្ជតងសេងកមបមបជស�បម តេ�ែបកេេដបរេទវករេងជទំបត�ាបំងធបក។កដូែងដង ាជមបរីស ហារសតពីរ

ងរបរ�ជ�មបបេរេ តក�្រប្េ�ែប�ាយសងបំ ចេទវករដូែ្មសជរកេដមរីសេ�មែ ចបបបូស

ទហសេងផងហាជមបងដងជំណាតេេដមរមុមជ�ជជមបជដបីសសជមជជ្កេ�ដងជបរណន រសតេពរសត

�្របមហប�ាយសបបដជែហាសទជជេជតេនីេទក្េ�ាជបេ ង ចមបរំងឺ ាាចាកករបជតជមម ំងកបហង

ករបម ត្េដមក។ករ�ូាដងតៃធ�ទីក១៣កងរមជ ក ា ំ១៩៧៩កេទ�្របបបរែឹផជាពីរមសជរក

េពេពងងដងរងរបរ�ជ�មដឹងរងំក។ 

     
 ាជសសីកបរ ហកបសបីក�បកបររមបៈីរៃបករែងរំរសតមរមមណន ងងជបរជមជជ្ក(DC-Cam) 

បហដេេកបត ាជែូងរមឹ្ង១០០នជតកនបរមបៈីរេរាសបាតដំងក្ងផាជ១ៃប្េ�មងរសត

�ជសឹងសរទមួបហងស ហែហ�ាសហងររកបហងកបរមបៈីរៃបករែងរំរសតមរមមណន ងងជបរជមជជ្ករំ្ប

ដំូងេបី្ឺេរេែំ ំងពហព័រកសសីពីកររេមម�សកេេដងបំកជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មកេពេរាសបាតដំងក

នៈ តមជេរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដក, េសេម កជំពងតទំកបហងកេរាស ងជសក។ 
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 ាជសសីកបរ ហកបសបីកបសក"កេបី្ករេាមដាបុងក្េ�មងសំណងដងតរបរងេ�សីក១ក

ជាជងែំេបម្េ�មងសំណងមំង១៣កងដងជំពជងេជតរូបក ង�រំបជំរ�មីស ហបមះវជាជងាជកករជមជជ្( .

ស.ា.ជ)កេដមរីពហបហាចបហងកសេ�មែក។ក"កេដងបបេ�រសេរ សកដជេររង ា សមជតទហបកកររេបម�សកេេដងបំ

 មរធេភមងក�ាយសបបេទវេធងេសៈរកទូមំង�េទសជមជជ្នសម័ដកងរបរ�ជ�មកងដងនំដងតករងជបជត

�្បរកងព ាត ម់ បកករកតសមម តកបហង ំេព�ង័ដពូរបសបិក។ 

     
េ�កដកជងទ័ពងរបរ�ជ�មកបតកតទី�ជ ងភាំេពេកេពៃធ�ទីក១៧កេមបក១៩៧៥ក�្របរសតេពទី�ជ ងក

េបីក�ាយសរេមម�សេែេកេេេពទីករបទ � ដ�កទូមំង�េទសេេដេធបរេរងកបហងក បជវ ាេណដដជ

្តរមឹបងារររសតបសហែបសឹែ្តបុងរមឹបក។កពីងរជវ ក១៩៧៥កដងតក១៩៧៧ក�្រប�ាយសបប

រេមម�សេែេពីភូមហង្កជបេ ងបហងបហរាីករមឹមបេរាសកជបេ ងក, ជំពងតទំក ងជសកជំពងតសជឺកជំពងត ា ំងក

ជំពងតរមកេ ជ ីេេកបតេរាសេសេម ក�ពីស ហ្ រក(១ងផាជៃបភូមហង្ទាសរ)កបហងកភូមហង្បដ័ពចរមឹមប

េរាសកេបទហបាតកបាតដំងកៃាងហបកនៈ ដមបរ័ដក(ែរជរបា)ក។ក�្របកពីក៤-៥ងសបនជតក�ាយសបប

ងរបរ�ជ�មះមូ បេេដងបំកេេកបតភូមហង្បដ័ពចកបហងរមឹះរូ ងមំង�្របក្ងក៥មជឺបនជត

រេមម�សពីភូមហង្ូបួករមឹមបេរាសៃ�ពងសងក, បវ ដេរេងកផងងដរក។ 

     
 ាជសសីកបរ ហកបសបីកម ជតក"កមូងេ�ាជសំសបតជាជងកររេមម�ស�្របេេដងបំកមជកបត

ភូមហង្បដ័ពចកពហេសសេរាសបាតដំង(កងេបីរមឹមំងេរាសៃាងហប)កបហងកេរាសនៈ ដមបរ័ដ(

ែរជរបា)កេេដបរងរបរ�ជ�មកដងតេលេកភូមហង្េបីកមបស ហបងងពដីទមីសំូររី្ាហក

ស�មតេទវជសហជមបកបបេ�ែបកេ�ដេណដេណដ�្របមំងេនីកេទវករងរាងស�ម ជកស ហស័ដ

ជសហជមបកងដងណែេងជសៈឹដកេសដលជហែរ្ាហក។ 

     
�្រប�ាយសងបំេណដេងជទំបតករីជ�ីដកភមឹរ សតកដជសៈូង�ែយាកាតកេបជ�មូងទជជផងសសយសក

 មងផបករេែតសារសតា ជតេងក។កាជងបសកងរបរ�ជ�មកមហបរសងតពីកផងស ហបជកជងវីសាកបហងងជបរណន

រសតេពជងបមងធបីងដងសប ប វីមំង សតករសត�្របមំងេនីករមឹមបកមហូណ្រទីជងបមងបា ជតេពក

ណកសាជកភូមហបសសកា ំសង�ូសកពហេសស្ឺកទម�បតករងរធបីដទទ�បតទ�រក។កមូងេ�ាជមំងេបីនំេណដ

�្របកបជតជមម ំងកេឺបហងកបម តាងេ�ែប  ។ 

     
មរមមណន ងងជបរជមជជ្ មរដរកករសហជកសបស�្ស្េ�មងេទវងផបទីរេទេ បជសពសម័ដ

ងរបរ�ជ�មកេលេកមបទី ំងទ�ជហដលជមបក១៩ជងបមងទំកជាជងេនីក១០ជងបមង្មបៈីរសបសហសជរកេព

េរាសបាតដំងក។ 

     
" បែតេររងររសតេដមណេុ ងរដលរេសណីកបហងរបរងេ�សីងដងរែឹរសតរីស ហាកពីរងរបរ�ជ�មកបហង ាីា

 ាជេទវករេណដរងរបរ�ជ�ម�ពមមំងរូធាកងដងេពេសសសងតពីរងរបរ�ជ�មកងដងជំពជង

េជត ំងជាជងពហព័រេបីកបុងាមជីរ ំងពីេររង ា សកងដងេជាេែេពីកររេមម�សេេដងបំកបហងរីស ហារសតេពក

ជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មក"ក។ 
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ពហព័រណិេបីកបុងរមឹែំងណជាមជីរ ំងពីទពហេបទបិករសតរបរងេ�សីៃបរងរបរ�ជ�មកករងធរជកក

ករែងរំពីរងរបរ�ជ�មកដំេណ រករផ�ីផករករសត�្របជមជជ្កករ តរពីំរងរបរ�ជ�មដងត

េជបងរំនបតេ�កដបហងផេងតបកសដងត�្តសា កសហជកសបស�្សបហងងសវងដងតបហងរងរជពហងជកពីរីស ហា

េពេ�កមរងរបរ�ជ�មក។ 

     
េកជក្ុមកេបភ័ណក�បបររមបៈីរេរាសបាតដំងបហដកករ ំងពហព័រណិបូសករមុមបរកបហង

រូងពៃបកររេមម�សេេដងបំេពជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មកជាជងបរមបៈីរេបីកមបប័ដសំសបតក៣កទី១កករ

រេបម�ស�្របសម័ដងរបរ�ជ�មកបបមជកបតេរាសកបាតដំងក។កទី២កបររមបៈីរបាតដំងជទ្ ាីា

មបៈីរសបសហសជរ( ជ្ជ)ករសតងរបរ�ជ�មកបហងទី៣ករូែមម ជតដទ បរ រចជាជងបររមបៈីរកៃបសម័ដដទរជងេររង

ទាសមងព រ ហដងពករសតងរបរកងដងេរបររមឹបម្�ីកស ហេទមជងងាមឹដកេ�ដេទវេណដេដងរហារំកេណដ

រជងេររងេធងស ហេក។កវជទងម តមជទពហេបទបិកដទណ�ជជតកែជីដងតសូបចកជាជងសម័ដងរបរ�ជ�មងដរក។ 

     
េកជកេទសកេេរបក បជ�បករ ហង័ដ តរផំ�ពវផកដៃបនដជេល បបររមបៈីរ�ជសឹងសរទមួក

បហងស ហែហ�ាសហងររបហដ:ក"កំណងរសត�ជសឹងសរទមួកបហងកមរមមណន ងងជបរជមជជ្កេង

ករ ំងពហព័រណិេបីក្ឺេដមរី តរ"ំ៕ 
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 ាជសសីកបរ ហកបសបីក, េកជកេទសកេេរបក, េកជក្ុមកេបភ័ណកបហងេភេ�សែូងរមឹេជសេមជ ទ

 ំងពហព័រណិសសីពីកររេបម�សេេដងបំកជាជងរងរបរ�ជ�មក(រូ:កសូផជប) 

News on Exhibition on Forced Transfer at Battambang Provincial Museum 
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